
The Film ‘What Works For You’

A Report

Finance: Expenditure

Description £

Editing Suite 500

Equipment Hire 289

Website 900

Screening / event costs for Tour of  education establishments 1723

1000 DVD copies for promotion to TV + sixth form colleges 1300

Total 4712

Context

What Works for You is a 15-minute documentary featuring unique portraits of individuals who have

broken from the conventional jobs mould to pave new career paths. Collectively, they are part of a growing

number of people who are rejecting the current jobs market and opting for careers that consider not just

individual benefits and market demand, but also the well-being and common good of society as a whole.

They have chosen work that matches their personal values and addresses social justice and environmental

progress. What Works for You is about transformation – transforming perspectives towards our work and

transforming our careers to redress the balance between economics, society and the environment.

Refreshing and forward thinking ideas, personal insights, and attitudes towards work are presented through

portraits of the following individuals:

ß ‘Easy Rider’: We meet Chris Smallwood, founder of Bugbugs, the bicycle rickshaw company that

has been providing London with emission-free passenger transport for over four years.  We

explore what a social enterprise is and find out why Bugbugs was started as such rather than in a

traditional business sense.

ß ‘Life through a lens’: Culture, arts and activism combine in the expressive career of Maysoon

Pachachi, a film producer who founded Act Together: Women Against Sanctions and War.  We

find out how her work and personal values influence and reflect each other and see vivid

examples of her powerful documentary work.

ß ‘Poacher turned Gamekeeper’: Former International Head of Marketing for Coca-Cola, Craig

Cohon, provides a shining example of someone from the mainstream business world - unhappy



with its current set of values -  who decided to do something about it.  He left the ‘limited’ world

of business to set up his own project, Global Legacy, which aims to dramatically transform

impoverished urban areas into sustainable social and economic communities.

ß ‘Bale of the Century’: Barbara Jones reveals the path that led her to go into straw bale house

building. We explore how her concern for sustainable and ecological housing influenced her

career.  In a broader sense we touch on issues that point towards the urgent need to incorporate

environmental concerns into all aspects of career decisions.

ß ‘Sing for your supper’: Ty is one of the hottest new  musical talents in the fiercely independent

Ninjatune recording stable. Signed to Ninja’s subsidiary label, ‘Big Dada’, Ty has committed

himself to maintaining his artistic integrity and creative freedom, rather than signing to a major

record label on a potentially more financially lucrative contract. His example illustrates that

there’s more to a career than money.

We have visited the following educational establishments to screen the film:

ß Oxford University

ß UCLCS Sustainable Futures Fair

ß Atlantic College

ß London School of Economics

ß Cambridge University: The Works

ß Edinburgh  University

ß Forum3, Business Design Centre

ß University College London

ß Space Mentoring Programme evening hosted @ ?Whatif!

We have also created a ‘DIY Toolkit for Thinking Outside the Box’ which includes the film ‘What works for

you’, the book ‘careers un-ltd’ and ‘exploration tools’ written by life-coach Satu Kreula which is being

supplied to interested sixth-form and higher education establishments around the UK.

What has been achieved?

ß 1 million people reached through media coverage.

ß Hosted screenings and discussions at universities, the film was widely acclaimed by students.

ß Our team and the people featured in the film have been flooded with correspondence from

graduates wanting to pursue ethical careers.

ß Realistic prospect of a mainstream broadcaster running with either the 15-minute film or a newly

commissioned series of 5 short films.



The Media

The film ‘What works for you’ has been a central tool as part of a wider set of initiatives to engage 20 to 30-

somethings in how to unfold their values to the maximum within the world of work.  The initiative has

gained media attention in the following:

ß The Big Issue
ß The Daily Telegraph
ß The Guardian: Rise
ß The Evening Standard
ß Resonance FM
ß your FUTURE magazine
ß Resurgence Magazine

ß Ergo Magazine

Future Possibilities

The production company Futerra is currently in discussion with the following broadcasting agencies about

the commissioning of a series of five x 5-minute documentary films that builds on the concept of the 15

minute film ‘What works for you’.

ß Community Channel, hosted by The Media Trust

ß Television Trust for the Environment

ß BBC Education

ß Channel 4

FUTERRA is one of the leading organisations specialising in promoting and generating wide-scale public

excitement around sustainable development. FUTERRA is a collectively owned social enterprise, whose team

work as both consultants and advocates in advancing the cause of social, environmental and economic

sustainability.

We would like to thank The Funding Network for your fantastic support in making this work possible.

For more information please contact:

Jonathan Robinson

jonathan.robinson@the-hub.net

Tel: 07740 587520


